Utilisation of human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for new drug applications in Japan.
This study evaluated the utilisation of human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation conducted for new drug applications (NDAs) submitted to the Japanese regulatory authority, the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW). A total of 50 new chemical entities (NCEs) posted on the Websites, which were approved from June 2000 to November 2001, were evaluated by investigating their approval information. The utilisation of human pharmacology studies with biomarkers was evaluated by focusing on the classification referred to biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation and timing of studies. The human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation were conducted in 20 compounds classified by utilising measures of either efficacy (17 compounds) or safety (seven compounds). In 4 of 17 NCEs, some of the biomarkers in human pharmacology studies were similar to the clinical endpoints for efficacy assessment in therapeutic exploratory and/or therapeutic confirmatory studies. For safety assessment in therapeutic exploratory and/or therapeutic confirmatory studies, clinical endpoints rather than biomarkers in human pharmacology studies were used in all seven NCEs. The timing of each type of clinical study could only be obtained for 15 NCEs. Of these 15 NCEs, human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation were conducted on six compounds. There were only two compounds for which human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for efficacy estimation were conducted before pivotal studies such as a therapeutic exploratory study or a bridging study. Our survey suggests that with Japanese NDAs, human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation do not play a key role in accelerating drug development and maximising the knowledge gained from confirmatory trials. The relationship between a biomarker and a clinical endpoint should be investigated appropriately for accelerating drug development. We think that the utilisation of human pharmacology studies with biomarkers for either efficacy or safety estimation in the regulatory review process for NDAs should be encouraged with the advancements of drug evaluation research using an appropriate biomarker based on clinical pharmacology.